Alu Lite

A lighter way to get around

Trusted Solutions,
Passionate People®

The Invacare Alu Lite is the
basic-entry wheelchair in
the Invacare manual range.
The lightweight aluminium
construction of this transit
wheelchair makes it easy to
manoeuvre, even for an elderly
carer, as well as providing
a wheelchair that is easily
transportable.

Easy to transport and store
Being lightweight (aluminium chassis), compact and with a foldable backrest, the
Invacare Alu Lite is very easy to handle, transport and store. Simply remove the
footrests, fold the backrest and chassis and store away.

Pushing? No problem!
The overall manoeuvrability of a wheelchair is crucial, which is why the Alu Lite is
designed to be very easy to push and manoeuvre, both indoor and outdoor. Due
to the smaller overall dimensions and general compactness of this model, getting
around in tight spaces is never a problem.

Features and Options

Folding backrest

Swing away footrest

Foldable cross frame

Reduces overall size when
folded for transportation
or storage.

Footplates fold up as
shown and footrests
swing away, allowing
easier access in or out of
the chair.

Lightweight frame folds
flat for easier portability.

Technical data
For more comprehensive pre-sales information about this product, including the product’s user manual, please see your
local Invacare website.

Invacare Alu Lite

Invacare Alu Lite

Seat width

Seat depth

Seat angle

Seat height

Backrest angle

Backrest
height

Front frame
angle

Length of
footrests

405 / 455 mm

430 mm

0°

490 mm

0°

450 mm

80°

340 - 460 mm

Armrest height

Driving unit
width

Total width,
folded

Total height

Max. Safe
slope

Radius

Seat width
+ 110 mm

250 mm

945 mm

12,5°

890 mm

230 mm

Max. User
weight

Total weight

Mass of the
heaviest part

Total length
Total length
inc. Footrests without footrests

1030 mm

Frame colour
Blue

Invacare Alu Lite

100 kg
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12 kg

760 mm

10,2 kg
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Upholstery
Black nylon

Please notice
colors may
vary slightly
from those
displayed
above.
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